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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the development of the first parliamentary corpus of written
questions in the Hellenic Parliament. Moreover, we discuss a well-defined end-toend process that has been streamlined and optimised to produce high-quality open
text data based on parliamentary documents. Based on the above methodology,
a representative sample of 2,000 questions from four parliamentary periods in the
Hellenic Parliament has been extracted, validated, and placed into an open data
repository. Furthermore, open data production is analysed, and several degrees
of freedom in its application in alternative data sets are proposed and discussed.
Consequently, the authors argue that this method constitutes a transferable and
scalable practice that can be used by other representative institutions for the creation
and subsequent study of their open data.
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(1) CONTEXT AND MOTIVATION
The digital transformation of parliamentary institutions can be linked mainly to the availability
and production of open data (Andrews & da Silva, 2013). Under certain conditions, structured
open data can substantially promote parliamentary transparency and Members’ accountability
(Granickas, 2013). While open data production can be streamlined to become a standardised
process, it is work-intensive. It puts additional pressure on parliamentary administrations
due to issues related, among others, to scarce parliamentary resources, internal resistance
to change, and inappropriate or absent organisational structures (Berntzen, Johannessen,
Andersen, & Crusoe, 2019). Moreover, a chronic lack of consistent open data does not allow for
a comprehensive understanding of parliamentary discourse. Even many large parliamentary
reference corpora, such as the UK’s Hansard corpus consisting of British Parliament speeches
with over 1.5 billion words, offer limited analytical capabilities since they do not give access to
the whole co-text because of property rights (Truan & Romary, 2020). Moreover, proprietary
text formats and restricted databases reduce the annotation flexibility of the developed
corpora and limit the opportunities to use the state-of-the-art linguistic annotation tools,
which are mainly tuned to work with open data text formats. A poorly linguistically annotated
corpus limits the research questions that can be explored and restricts the interpretability of
the relevant findings introducing ambiguity, variation, uncertainty, error, and bias (Beck, Booth,
El-Assady, & Butt, 2020).
To overcome these issues, an open-source crowdsourcing platform, the Hellenic OCR Team,1 has
been founded in 2017. It constitutes a first-of-its-kind scientific initiative for the mass processing
and analysis of parliamentary textual data. It builds upon the idea that a decentralised group
of people can be more than the mere sum of individuals. The team consists of a dedicated and
rapidly expanding circle of experts from various sectors and disciplines, including academics,
parliamentary officials, entrepreneurs, and students. Indeed, crowdsourcing has been
previously utilised to build and annotate large corpora (see, e.g., Wang, Bohus, Kama, & Horvitz,
2012; Wang, Hoang, & Kan, 2013). However, this is the first reported case in which the socalled ‘wisdom of the crowd’ is used in a quasi-permanent volunteering format. Furthermore,
a training scheme has been developed to support data validation and handling to ensure
uniformity and reproducibility of the resulting textual dataset (corpus).
The Hellenic OCR Team primarily deals with the digital transformation of representative
institutions. One of its main activities focuses on the compilation and analysis of a corpus of
written parliamentary questions. These are questions formulated by Members of Parliament
(MPs) and addressed to government members, i.e., ministers. In Westminster-type parliaments,
there also exist oral questions that have been studied using corpus linguistic methods (see
Zhang, Spirling, & Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, 2017). However, in the Hellenic Parliament,
questions are always submitted in written form. Moreover, parliamentary questions are the
most frequently used elements of parliamentary control, whose effectiveness is a ‘key concern
of contemporary democratic politics’ (Meinel, 2018, p. 317). This ongoing effort aims to produce
and analyse a fully validated corpus of one hundred thousand (100 K) written questions.
In Greece, the parliamentary control function is defined in the Standing Orders (SO) of the
Hellenic Parliament (2021a), particularly in art. 124 SO. In the case of parliamentary questions,
a dedicated parliamentary department within the Directorate for Parliamentary Control caters
for the necessary administrative support to the process.
On the different means of control, one may consult Fitsilis and Koryzis (2016). Moreover, Fitsilis,
Saalfeld, & Schwemmer (2017) offer an early outline of the corpus-building methodology for
the case of the full ΙΣΤ’2 parliamentary period, that is, the 16th, in the Hellenic Parliament.
The current article contains a description of an enhanced and fine-tuned methodology that
has been tested in the creation of a sub-corpus of 2,000 representative questions from four
parliamentary periods that span over a politically turbulent decade for Greece (2009–2019).
The periods included contain, among others, the handling and the aftermath of a sovereign

1

https://www.hellenicocrteam.gr.

2
The Hellenic Parliament uses ancient Greek numerals for numbering parliamentary periods. In the following,
Greek numerals and standard numbers are going to be used interchangeably.
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debt crisis and the—still ongoing—refugee/migrant crisis in Greece. The absence of relevant
parliamentary open data to study and more deeply understand these issues has been a major
driver behind the Hellenic OCR Team initiative.
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Figure 1 exemplifies the process of breaking down a parliamentary question (link serialNr =

7122416) into data and metadata. A closer look at these parameters is given in section 3.2.
Once they are extracted from the document, the original question can be fully reconstructed
anytime. Section 2 discusses the development and operational framework around the Hellenic
OCR Team, enabling corpus development in a reliable, flexible, and scalable manner. The tools
used in the process and the underlying technology are discussed, and projections for future
growth are attempted. The methodology part consists of the detailed corpus description,
including sampling, artifact handling, and validation schemes (section 3). Finally, information
is provided regarding the implications of this research and how it can be applied to learn more
about Greece’s political and societal mechanisms during the past decade. For this, an example
is included on how this corpus can help scientists analyse the political discourse around a
critical social issue with international repercussions, i.e., the refugee crisis in Greece (section 4).
A concluding section, section 5, provides a summary and an outlook.

Figure 1 An example of
question data (body text) and
metadata (marked as XML
elements).

(2) CROWDSOURCING MANAGEMENT AND RELATED TECHNOLOGY
(2.1) THE HELLENIC OCR TEAM
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The Hellenic OCR Team (or, simply, Team) aims exclusively to process and study parliamentary
texts. So naturally, the application, handling, and further development of OCR and data validation
processes stand at the core of its endeavours. New members receive initial basic training on
entering the group, while more experienced members, called ‘mentors’, provide peer-to-peer
advice and support. They join an international scientific network and get direct access to
scientific projects while having the opportunity to acquire valuable new skills and hands-on work
experience with state-of-the-art tools and methods in the greater area of digital humanities.
Scientific work follows a Proof-of-Concept (PoC) approach. The Team is guided by a steering
committee and is organised into four permanent groups, i.e., the OCR group, the analytics group,
the development group, and the parliamentary development group. Whenever necessary, subgroups are established on-demand to tackle new PoCs, which can also include non-members.
The Hellenic OCR Team is a non-profit initiative. Involvement with the team is only considered
on a voluntary basis,3 though it has been observed that individual members have capitalised
on their experience and knowledge to be later employed by institutional members. Individual
members are permanent (not on a project-based basis), while there are also opportunities
for institutional membership. As of April 2021, there are 39 individuals and four institutional
members active. The individual members constitute the pool of experts and form an
international expert network. A survey in late March 2021 among the entire population of the
individual team members (N = 39) captured the Hellenic OCR Team’s demographics and other
essential characteristics.
Figure 2 shows the development of the member population (active personal members vs.

admission date at the time of issuing the membership certificate). It is evident that since the
Team’s foundation in November 2017, admissions follow a positive linear trend (R2 = 0.919).
Gender distribution shows 59% male (23) and 41% female (16) members from 13 different
countries spanning four continents, Europe, Asia, North America, and South America, as
visualised in the map of Figure 3. Unsurprisingly, a total of 35 members out of 39 are Greeks,
while there are also native members from Argentina, Italy, and Cyprus, thus providing an
international dimension to the initiative. Almost two-thirds of the members (25 from 39, or
64.1%) operate from Greece. Figure 4 depicts the working sectors of the Team’s members. It
turns out that the Team is heavily relying on the private sector, which contributes more than
half of the members, and academia, which roughly contributes one-third of the members. This
distribution is not a coincidence but the result of a long-term strategy to support and possibly
enhance the capacity of legislatures with scientific know-how and technical expertise.
Figure 2 Development of
member population.

3

Ν N o subscriptions or other side costs are linked to the membership.
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Figure 3 Geographic
distribution.

Figure 4 Working sectors
(basic assumptions: students
are attributed to academia
and European Union
institutions to international
organisations).

The principal academic background of the members is shown in Figure 5. The Philology
faculties have supplied more than one-third of the members (35.9%). In the early days of the
Hellenic OCR Team, most of these members started as graduate students and now continue
to contribute as post-graduate or doctoral students and professionals. This can be explained
by their interaction with novel corpora from the generally under-researched parliamentary
workspace that sparks excitement among the linguistic community. Most of the linguists
populate the OCR and analytics groups mentioned above. Roughly a quarter of the members
(25.6%) have an academic background in engineering or informatics.
From the last-mentioned members comes most of the technical expertise that the public
sector lacks when developing open datasets and open-source software for their analysis.
Several of these members form the development group responsible for designing the Team’s
software tools and solutions. Another quarter has a political or social sciences background.
These members are mainly concerned with the socio-political research questions that can
be formulated and empirically validated in the developed corpus. They largely populate the
parliamentary diplomacy group but also take on other horizontal tasks. Finally, there are four
lawyers (10.3%) and one health science professional interested in various specialised PoCs.

5
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Figure 5 Academic background.

The average time members dedicate to the Team can vary greatly. Almost half of them (48.7%)
have indicated that they invest less than an hour per week (hpw). Roughly a third (35.9%)
spends 2–4 hpw in the Team’s activities, while 15.4% offer more than 4 hpw of the time.

(2.2) PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS TOOLS
The Hellenic Parliament has developed a dedicated IT structure to store and distribute
documents both internally and through its website to the public. Written parliamentary
questions are stored in the internal document management system (DMS). They are accessible
as image PDFs via a graphical user interface (GUI) at a dedicated position of the parliament’s
website (Hellenic Parliament, 2021b). This is where crowdsourcing steps in. After the data
collection step, OCR converts image PDFs to documents in simple text (txt) format. Next, team
members process large text units, referred to as ‘packages’, assigned to them, including the
body text of written questions. Processed packages pass through a final quality control step,
and the corpora are linked to their respective metadata, also available at the same position
on the mentioned website. The resulting dataset then populates a database while pipelined
for scientific exploitation. The detailed process has been defined by Fitsilis et al. (2017), and a
slightly modified process used for capturing the corpus presented in this article is shown in the
next section. As the metadata and body text of questions are captured in different processes,
they are subsequently combined to fully reconstruct the original content.
Figure 6 shows the modified process for handling a single batch of files (package). The graph
shows the four major tasks towards the production of open parliamentary data as distinct
processing steps, A to D. The corresponding digital tools, custom made or proprietary, necessary
for each processing step are also indicated. This is a high-level, simplified representation as
there can be several iterative actions within a single step. For instance, OCR optimisation tests

Figure 6 Modified processing
steps and tools.

might be needed for single files due to the low image quality of the original PDF document.
Similarly, the naming/tagging process for question/body-text separation might require several
attempts. Apart from data consistency control during the first step, steps A to C are mostly
automated. The human operator provides the input parameters for executing the custom
software described below and operates the OCR tool through an advanced GUI. The concluding
step (D) is performed manually using text processing tools with a thesaurus add-on. Process
optimisation through extensive testing, fine-tuning, and a steep learning curve due to efficient
member training has significantly shortened processing time. Indicatively, for a single package,
end-to-end processing would typically take a full working day, with most of the time consumed
by the data validation and quality control step.
A set of open-source R and Python scripts is used for data collection, processing, and parsing.
The processing applied to build the present corpus includes a web scraper (qretrieve) and an
indexer (ID_tagging) (both coded in the R programming language) to extract the sampled
documents with their metadata and to create the bulk text (the result of the OCR process)
with the respective questions.4 An additional tool, Xtralingua,5 has been developed to extract
quantitative text profiles from multilingual corpora (Fitsilis, Leventis, Mikros, & Papantonakis,
2020). The qretrieve script is used to extract both metadata and question files from the
parliamentary portal.6 Since a respective native application programming interface (API) to
extract the envisaged corpus of questions is missing, qretrieve screens the portal’s source
code that displays the questions using a common visual pattern. In the underlying matrix, the
script identifies a set of pre-recorded elements (metadata parameters) per question, including
the links to the actual question and answer files, which are then captured on a csv file. An
additional step is necessary to download the linked question files.7 Upon availability of the
image PDF documents, OCR batch processing produces a single text file with no identification
of individual questions. In order to separate questions into dedicated text files, the body text of
the questions is first manually cleared from unnecessary elements and OCR artifacts, resulting
in unified text blocks separated by line breaks. Starting from the top of the text file, which is
tagged using the universal registry number of the first question in the batch, the ID_tagging
script identifies consecutive line breaks, interprets them as the beginning of a new question’s
body, and tags them (<ID> universal registry number </ID>) with the number of the question
next in line.

(3) METHODOLOGY
(3.1) CORPUS DEFINITION
A parliamentary period is defined as the time interval between two consecutive parliamentary
elections. The corpus presented here consists of four equally large samples of written
parliamentary questions (art. 126 SO) taken from four Hellenic quasi-consecutive parliamentary
periods, including their summer recess sessions. The selected periods were the latest four fully
concluded ones, i.e., from ΙΓ’ (13th) until IZ’ (17th) with almost 100,000 written questions.
The ΙΔ’ parliamentary period (14th) has not been included as it has been a brief transitional
period during which no parliamentary control took place. It should be noted that under the
written questions (Q), we also include the ones that contain an Application for Submission of
Documents [English translation for Aítisi Katáthesis Engráfon (ΑΚΕ)] (art. 133 SO).
The corpus creation process follows the established Hellenic OCR Team methodology with
three significant differences. First, all PDF files and their related metadata are extracted using
an R-based web scraper. Second, the package size for the batch OCR process and subsequent
validation has been increased from 200 to 500 files because of the sharp learning curve on the
member’s side. Third, following data collection, document quality is controlled to ensure that
the data packages are error-free (see section 3.4).
4
The qretrieve and ID_tagging scripts are available under GPL-3.0 licence. Source code to be retrieved from
https://github.com/hocrt/qretrieve and https://github.com/hocrt/Rscripts, respectively.
5
This tool undergoes further development to boost research in the fields of computational stylistics, text
mining and beyond. Xtralingua is available under MIT licence.
6
The links to the PDF answer files are also logged in the metadata. Yet, answers have not been part of this
project and, hence, they are not included in the corpus.
7

This step involves the use of the cURL utility.
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(3.2) CORPUS METADATA
While the body text of questions is contained in corresponding text files named after their serial
number, their metadata is placed in a single labelled csv matrix. Each question entry occupies
a row and is characterised by a series of metadata placed in columns. Metadata parameters
allow for full characterisation and the complete reconstruction of the original question. These
include a universal and a local registry number, called link serialNr and protocol number,
respectively.8 The universal number matches the name of the question text file, thus allowing
linkage between textual data and metadata. To specify the exact parliamentary session and
period the question was asked, the parameter session/period is used. Parameters date and date
last modified are self-explanatory, while type describes the nature of the parliamentary control
means. Here, it takes two different values, erotíseis (questions) and erótisi se syndyasmó me
AKE (question combined with an application for submission of documents). Next, a general
description of the question, usually a one-liner, is included in the parameter subject. It is
followed by the parameters submitter and party containing the name of the MP who submits
the question and the parliamentary group the Member belongs to. There are also parameters
to identify the addressees, that is, the ministry and the respective minister.9 Ultimately, actual
links to the original question and answer files (these are the non-processed image PDF files) are
contained in the respective metadata parameters.10
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(3.3) SAMPLING
Transforming 100,000 questions into open data is a challenging task since, even with an
intensive crowdsourcing methodology, the entire corpus processing could easily yield to a yearlong project. Therefore, sampling is necessary to be able to perform a baseline annotation and
some initial exploratory linguistic analysis. The identity of the samples is shown in Table 1.

Q/Q+AKE
(PERIOD)

PERIOD FROM-TILL
(MONTH/YEAR)

TOTAL NUMBER
OF Q (N)

SAMPLE
SIZE (S)

PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL
NUMBER OF Q THAT THE
SAMPLE REPRESENTS (%)

IZ’ (17th)

10/2015–6/2019

32,910

500

1.5

ΙΣΤ’ (16th)

2/2015–8/2015

4,605

500

10.9

IE’ (15th)

6/2012–12/2014

27,377

500

1.8

ΙΓ’ (13th)

10/2009–4/2012

35,103

500

1.4

10/2009–6/2019

99,995

2,000

2.0

Total

For methodological reasons, the package size has been chosen to match the team’s standard
operating procedure. Hence, a sample of 500 questions per period has been randomly
extracted. As for the sampling strategy, representative samples were randomly extracted
using the qretrieve script applying the sample() R function. Moreover, the sample size needed
to be balanced so that manual correction could be feasible under a specific timeframe and, at
the same time, the end product could reliably represent both the linguistic and the thematic
content of each sampled period. The size of the compiled corpus was 638,865 tokens and
43,025 types. The detailed size statistics per period and some basic stylometric indices can be
found in Table 2.
It is evident that, linguistically speaking, the corpus compiled is a highly homogeneous resource.
Standardised Type/Token ratio (TTR), which roughly accounts for the vocabulary diversity,
appears to be very consistent with small variations among the different periods. Since TTR is
highly sensitive to text size, the calculation has been normalised to a standard text-size chunk

8
The use of a second (local) registry number is deemed necessary for numbering and identifying questions
within individual parliamentary periods.
9
Single questions can be signed by more than one MPs of the same party. Questions can be addressed to
more than one ministry (minister) too.
10 It is worth noting that the parameters type, subject, minister and/or ministry, submitter and party
are defined by the MP who drafts and submits the question. The rest of the metadata are added by the
parliamentary administrators for the purpose of enhanced document handling and archiving.

Table 1 Sampling overview.

8

TEXT FILE(S)

TOKENS

TYPES

STANDARDISED
TTR

MEAN WORD LENGTH
(IN CHARACTERS)

ΙΖ sample data final.txt

162,874

21,409

50.10

5.71

ΙΣΤ sample text final.txt

181,147

21,668

49.08

5.67

ΙΕ sample final.txt

173,741

21,378

49.35

5.65

ΙΓ sample final.txt

121,103

16,238

47.16

5.65

All four periods

638,865

43,025

49.05

5.67
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Table 2 The corpus size and
some basic stylometric indices.

of 1,000 words (Bucks, Singh, Cuerden, & Wilcock, 2000). Furthermore, a second stylometric
feature, the mean word length, is also highly stable across the various periods, which further
corroborates our corpus homogeneity.

(3.4) QUALITY CONTROL AND VALIDATION
After data extraction and before performing OCR, the PDF files and their respective metadata
were thoroughly controlled for potential errors such as missing or corrupted files and data
inconsistencies. These contain, for instance, possible revisions or removal of questions that
left artifacts in the database and data entries without accompanying documentation. The
percentage of encountering such issues during sampling ranges between 0.5% and 2.3%
(1.2% on average). To maintain a sample size of valid 500 questions, corrupted elements were
substituted by random ones from the respective large corpus of questions.
After the OCR, a validation step is performed on the textual data. Because of the critical nature
of the documents included in the corpus, supervised/unsupervised NLP methods for OCR postcorrection and content normalisation were ruled out (see, e.g., Reynaert, 2014; De Clercq,
Schulz, Desmet, Lefever, & Hoste, 2013). Instead, manual correction and corpus clean-up
were preferred. In addition, standard training catered for normalisation of contents and data
handling, and internal user guidelines were created to homogenise the validation process (see
section 3.5). Corpus validation was necessary because OCR algorithms were underperforming
frequently in our data. Moreover, there was no standard question format available, which
reduced the quality of textual representation of the original question documents.
In order to determine OCR quality, the Low Confidence Characters (LCC) index was used (for
dealing with LCC, see, e.g., Le, Straughan, & Thoma, 2002; Castiglia & Walter, 2008). For this, a
random 500 questions sample from the 15th period was studied. OCR of question documents
results in a body of raw data on which data validation is being conducted. Validation is done
in two major steps, question body isolation (QBI) and removal of residual artifacts (RRA). The
development of the LLC index (expressed in percentage terms) throughout the process can be
viewed in Table 3.11

STEP

QBI

RRA

QUALITY CONTROL

LCC index

97.2%

98.3%

≈100%

(3.5) ARTIFACT HANDLING RULES AND FORMAT
Handling of OCR artifacts follows empirically developed guidelines. During training, members
need to process under the supervision of mentors at least two data packages, i.e., 1,000
questions, before they are allowed to process any packages independently. A concluding quality
control step included inter-annotator agreement scores12 and checks for any discrepancies in
artifact handling. In general, rules of conduct prohibit correction of grammatical or syntax

11 The index values were calculated based on the relevant internal feature of the ABBYY FineReader 14
application. For the case of the QBI, the result was reproduced by the ABBYY FineReader engine 11, which
calculated 2.68% ‘suspicious characters’, i.e., 37,603 of 1,405,026.
12 The inter-annotation agreement was calculated on a standard package of 500 questions, with two human
annotators correcting the raw OCR output. Evaluation on the same package was repeated with three pairs of
annotators and the average Cohen’s κ was 0.94.

9

Table 3 Development of the
LLC index.

errors unless these appear as the result of the OCR process. The editor does not interfere
with spelling issues, except in extraordinary cases such as obvious anagrams. Particular care
has been given to geographical named-entity normalisation since locally, or regionally used
spelling might deviate from the widely used form.
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Specific anonymisation rules were applied in order to protect personal data (e.g., names, personal
identification numbers, and contact details). These were meticulously removed from the body
text and replaced by empty brackets, e.g., {…} or […]. Personal data protection did not apply to
public figures or officials. MPs occasionally attach supportive graphical and textual material and,
on some occasions, earlier versions of the same or/and other written parliamentary questions.
These add-ons are not considered to be part of the body of the questions. When handling twodimensional tables, commas ‘,’ are used as column separators. Footnotes are moved to the end
of the question body with the footnote number in brackets. In the chosen format, split words
are necessarily put together. Finally, the subject line, as well as any greeting form, is removed.
The total corpus (2,000 text files) and the metadata file (csv format) have been uploaded to
Zenodo, a general-purpose open-access repository for research data. The corpus is distributed
under the open-access license Creative Commons, Attribution-NonCommercial 2.0 Generic
(CC BY-NC 2.0). Table 4 summarises some of the most significant corpus attributes such as text
format and language, licensing and important dates, and points at the permanent repository
where the dataset rests.

ATTRIBUTE

VALUE

Text format

Plain text (txt)

Encoding

UTF-8

Data format

• Corpus metadata: csv file
• Corpus files: txt files

Creation date

April–June 2019

Publication date

10 May 2021

Language

Greek

Licence

CC BY-NC 2.0

Repository

Zenodo: https://zenodo.org/record/4748989

DOI

10.5281/zenodo.4748989

(4) IMPLICATIONS AND APPLICATIONS: A SMALL CASE STUDY
ON THE SEMANTIC PROSODIES OF THE GREEK TERMS ‘REFUGEE’
AND ‘MIGRANT’ IN THE PRESENTED CORPUS
The possible research questions that can be addressed are many and diverse. Two main
research directions are envisaged to be served by the exploitation of this corpus:
a) Linguistic research: Although there is some research on the Greek political discourse,
it is fragmented and constrained by the limited availability of relevant open data. The
described corpus will offer the first comprehensive, systematic, and detailed collection
of texts related to the parliamentary control procedures of the Hellenic Parliament. The
corpus organisation in parliamentary periods helps researchers form time-sensitive
research questions and watch how specific linguistic features, semantic spaces, and
words with significant sentimental or ideological value change over time. Moreover, the
time frame of the corpus coincides with the most turbulent time in the economic history
of Modern Greece since it covers the period in which Greece was under severe economic
pressure and international financial restrictions. Parliamentary questions encode the
dynamics of the socio-political environment and allow us to study its impact on the
linguistic messages produced. They also provide valuable insights into how different
political parties approach sensitive socio-economic and international issues using either
alternative words or the same terms with different collocations and semantic prosodies.

Table 4 Corpus attributes.
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Furthermore, since the described digital content is available in an open and structured
format, it enables the use of novel tools and methods from the fields of computational
linguistics and artificial intelligence (Kouklakis, Mikros, Markopoulos, & Koutsis, 2007;
Markopoulos, Mikros, Iliadi, & Liontos, 2015), offering a testbed for further development
of these technologies for the Greek language.
b) Socio-political research: The availability of unified and verified corpora like the described
one allows for interlinking several -formerly distant- areas of research, e.g., history,
political science, social psychology, and others, thus opening new horizons in the
understanding of parliamentary information and discourse. Various research questions
can be formulated about the corpus, including how critical foreign affairs issues are
formulated and what concepts are most relevant for the Greek foreign policy. Moreover,
how specific critical socio-political issues like the refugee crisis are being framed in the
broader public debate and its social consequences. The application of advanced text
mining methods like sentiment analysis and network analysis can also help answer
complex questions linking specific politicians, political parties’ affiliations, and their
position on current critical legislature issues. This kind of layered approach can uncover
deeply rooted links between individual actions, ideologies, and social interaction, offering
plausible interpretative models of political action and public engagement.
To showcase the usefulness of this corpus to actual research related to both linguistic and
sociopolitical research questions, we will present some preliminary findings from a larger study
related to the Greek terms for ‘migrant’ and ‘refugee’ (μετανάστης [metanástis] and πρόσφυγας
[prósfygas], correspondingly) (Giovani, Krimpas, Fitsilis & Mikros, accepted). The Greek terms
‘refugee’ and ‘migrant’ are very different in terms of semantic content, grammatical relations,
and collocation networks. The European Commission’s department in charge of migration and
home affairs (DG HOME) defines ‘migrant’ and ‘refugee’ as follows:
•

Migrant: In the global context, a person who is outside the territory of the State of which
they are nationals or citizens and who has resided in a foreign country for more than
one year irrespective of the causes, voluntary or involuntary, and the means, regular or
irregular, used to migrate.

•

Refugee: In the global context, either a person who, owing to a well-founded fear of
persecution for reasons of race, religion, nationality, political opinion or membership of
a particular social group, is outside the country of nationality and is unable or, owing to
such fear, is unwilling to avail themselves of the protection of that country, or a stateless
person, who, being outside of the country of former habitual residence for the same
reasons as mentioned before, is unable or, owing to such fear, unwilling to return to it.

It is evident from the above definitions that these two terms represent two different senses
and should be used in different discourse contexts, especially in the framework of political
communication. However, a first corpus linguistics analysis of the two terms in the described
corpus offers a different perspective. It seems that in the discussions of the refugee crisis in
Greece, politicians use these two terms interchangeably, converting them to synonyms. One
of the most striking observations was that although the term ‘migrant’ does not have any
negative semantic quality in its definition, it gets an intense negative semantic prosody in
Greek Parliamentary discourse. The five most frequent collocates of ‘migrant’ are all words
with negative meaning. More specifically, the most frequent adjective before ‘migrant’ was
παράνομος ‘illegal’ with 111 occurrences (71% of all occurrences of the Adj + ‘migrant’), followed
by παράτυπος’ ‘irregular’, οικονομικός ‘economic’, μη νόμιμος ‘non-legal’, επίδοξος ‘intended’. All
these modifiers are focusing on the illegal status of the migrants in Greece and create negative
connotations when the term ‘migrant’ is used in Greek.
On the other hand, the term ‘refugee’ has a more neutral semantic prosody than the term
‘migrant’ in the Greek parliamentary discourse. The five most frequent collocates of ‘refugee’ in
the corpus are a) τηλεφωνήματα ‘phone calls’, b) φιλοξενία ‘hosting’, c) μεταφορά ‘transportation’,
d) ταυτοποίηση ‘identification’, e) ένταξη ‘integration’. It is evident that the term ‘refugee’ is not
linked with any negative term, and it used mostly in contexts related to the hosting status
and the management of these people. The two terms (‘migrant’ and ‘refugee’) co-occur very
frequently (54 times or 64% of every conjunctive structure that contain either ‘migrant’ or
‘refugee’ in the corpus). This high co-occurrence rate makes ‘refugee’ being used as a synonym
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of ‘migrant’, inheriting its negative collocations. This kind of sense merging in Greek political
discourse related to the refugee crisis raises broader concerns regarding social acceptance and
perception of this acute social issue. The described corpus can assist us in detecting this kind of
semantic biases in the political discourse and raising awareness of sensitive issues that should
be reframed in a more inclusive and socially sensitive discussion.

(5) CONCLUSION
The linguistic peculiarities of the language combined with the lack of open data on parliamentary
control raise significant obstacles in the study of parliamentary life in Greece. This article
described a crowdsourced corpus-building process and the publication of a representative
sample of 2,000 written parliamentary questions. The presented corpus demonstrates that
parliamentary research can be successfully integrated into a broader scholarly enterprise
based on the development of structured linguistic resources. It enriches a dynamic pool of
parliamentary corpora, which is mainly developed around the ParlaMint CLARIN initiative
(Erjavec et al., 2020), enhancing the ability of scholars to identify and document parliamentary
discourse in a cross-linguistic context. The efforts herein showcase both the strengths of crowdsourcing and the value existing behind decentralised networks of experts. The authors envisage
their paradigm to be followed by other parliaments offering high-quality corpora as part of their
standard task cycle and releasing them as open data in the international research community.
Democracies should be based on full transparency. Sharing the full linguistic production of our
governmental operations, we will then be better equipped to deal with the challenges of a
changing society in the wake of globalisation.
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